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Abstract—There are several scenarios nowadays and in the
future for security, patrol, and rescue. Detection of forest fires,
search and rescue of vessels in the water in vast ocean during
the night or under bad weather conditions, and the detection
of intrusions in facilities are some examples. The off-the-shelf
technologies currently available provide an important help to the
integration of visible spectrum and thermal cameras mounted on
the vehicles, such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)s, or their
strategic installation on spots. These will provide the capabilities
of detection and tracking of targets of interest.
The visible spectrum and Infrared (IR) cameras, when used
individually, have limitations. For instance, a visible camera is
not reliable in night conditions without artificial light, whilst a
thermal camera usually has low resolution. The integration of
both types of cameras minimises these limitations and provides
a more reliable and accurate solution. In case of failure in the
detection and tracking of a sequence of visible frames the detector
can turn to thermal images.
This thesis presents the development and implementation of
an algorithm to detect and track one or multiple targets using
visible and thermal images. The algorithm will be tested with
real data acquired by visible and thermal cameras installed on
mobile vehicles or in fixed points for several testing scenarios.
Index Terms—detection, maritime surveillance, thermal image,
UAV, visible image
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I. I NTRODUCTION

This work was motivated by the project Fleet of Drones
for Radiological Inspection, Communication and Rescue
(FRIENDS) [1], that requires detection and tracking capabilities and the management of information from different
sensors. On top of this, it was found that this work could have
wider use. These capabilities can also be presented in UAVs,
land vehicles, or in any other platform as fixed surveillance
cameras. This can be used in UAV platforms designed and
built by the Portuguese Air Force (PoAF) in a project called
Seagull [2] for maritime surveillance and target detection and
tracking.
Nowadays, there are tasks in multiple scenarios that require
platforms capable of enduring missions for large periods.
This includes security patrols, detecting smuggling routes,
following up military or dangerous assets, monitoring forest
fires, or Search and Rescue (SaR) missions under bad weather
conditions. These platforms require on-board crew and have
major operating costs. To minimise these, the available sensor
technology allows UAVs platforms to assist their operators
in this kind of missions. The integration of various sensors
in UAVs, even in low-cost platforms, such as visible spectrum (Red Green Blue (RGB)) and IR cameras will provide
detection and tracking of targets. With the right software
an automatic and autonomous performance of tasks will be
achieved.
The current work seeks an efficient and automatic algorithm
for multi-detecting of objects of interest, such as castaways in
SaR missions, vessels, intruders inside a perimeter, etc.. This
can be applied in platforms with fewer capabilities (when you
compare it to a manned high-end systems) and with reduced
human intervention.
II. BACKGROUND
When considering low cost platforms, such us leisure UAVs,
some of their main limitations are the computing capacity
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and the power source available. Complex algorithm require
more time to compute and demand more energy, features that
are not available in this type of platforms. However, a higher
investment will lead to better hardware, so a trade-off can
be done depending on the budget and the available hardware.
These restrictions will not occur with solutions mounted in
buildings and backed by powerful computers, either used for
military aircraft/ships. However. for small UAVs, homemade
surveillance systems, smartphones, etc., these have to be taken
into consideration due to the existing limitations. Since the
main focus of this thesis is to work on a non-expensive solution
intended to function in real-time, efficient algorithms are more
appropriate. They have less impact on its processing time and
lower energy consumption.
A. Considerations about the SEAGULL project
The SEAGULL project [2] was developed for research and
development purposes based on the special characteristics of
Portugal maritime area. This is the 20th largest Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ) and the 15th largest SaR area in the
world. To monitor this, intelligent systems were developed and
implemented on-board the UAV to aid in maritime awareness.
The project uses multiple optical sensors such as visible,
infrared, multi and hyper-spectral cameras. The detection
of hazardous substances and tracking systems (e.g. ships,
lifeboats, etc.) were studied and benefited from the sensors
that can equip the UAV used in the SEAGULL project.
This type of project aims to increase the situational awareness in large areas and with multiple applications, whereas
manned operators represent high costs. They are subject to
human errors and limitations, namely when trying to keep
the focus for long periods. In these cases because the UAVs
are autonomous and they really have high autonomy, they
come into action, being able to carry an intelligent system to
replace human operators. SaR missions, maritime surveillance,
environmental monitoring, and military missions are examples
where this project can be implemented, [3]. However, we have
to consider that this kind of platforms has a limited payload,
affecting the number of sensors that can be carried.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
The proposed algorithm is divided in five steps. The Noise
Reduction, Binarization, Morphological Operations, Spatial
Rules, and Temporal Rules. The image starts being processed
after the frame is received and sent to the Noise Reduction.
Next, they will be explain in detail.
A. Filtering
The first phase starts by receiving each frame from a video
file, either it is a RGB or IR video. Then the frame is
submitted to a grayscale transformation using an OpenCV®
function followed by the application of some filters, such
as smoothing, medianBlur, blur and GaussianBlur, aiming to
reduce the image noise. These two-step process is named Noise
Reduction. It is represented in the block diagram shown in
Figure 2.

B. Binarization
In the next step, the filtered image is binarized, according to
a specific technique ( fixed threshold (TH), adaptive TH, otsu
TH, or background subtraction (BS) ). The described process
is represented by the box Binarization shown in Figure 2. Then
the binary image is submitted to morphological operations for
further noise reduction. These can be Opening (erode followed
by dilate) and/or Closing (dilate followed by erode) and the
kernel size can be set at the beginning [4]. These operations
are represented in Figure 2 as Morphological Operations and
in detail in Figure 1.
After this the result of this last operation (Closing) is sent
to the Spatial Rules. These set of rules are used to reduce
false detections. Finally, temporal rules are set to filter out
detections that only happen under a pre-defined number of
times.
The algorithm proposed in this thesis allows the graphical
representation of intermediate and final results in order to get
a better understanding of the functions used and to facilitate
debugging. The graphical representations are represented as
pink boxes in Figure 2.
C. Spatial and Temporal rules
The spatial rules are restrictions made on the current frame
based on the algorithm parameters, for example, the size of
the contour and its mass position centre on the image fi (x, y).
The temporal rules are based on multiple frames, f1 , ..., fi ,
with the use of a matrix for saving all the possible detections
for a given number of frames. They calculate the number of
repetitions of a similar detection throughout multiple frames,
fi (x, y) = fo (x, y). Where fi represents the frame number
and (x, y) the contour mass position center coordinates given
in pixels.
All the detector use both spatial and temporal rules to
eliminate detections outside the defined parameters. These
rules are a combination of methods from [5], [6], and the
original content. They are used because in both researches an
improvement of results has been achieved with these rules,
specially in reducing the number of false positives.
D. Tracking
Tracking is the consecutive following of one or more targets
in a video. The main reasons we will use it, is because
it usually performs faster than a detector and it can help
with partial object occlusion, [7]. This dissertation uses the
Kernelized Correlation Filters (KCF) tracker to complement
our algorithm. It is a multi-tracker able to follow multiple
objects simultaneously.
The KCF tracker is initialised when our algorithm provides
it with less than three Bounding Box (BB)s. This limitation
prevents the excessive increase of the processing time.
When the tracker is in use, it replaces the normal algorithm
flow shown in Figure 2. It receives the input frame and
outputs BBs of the object locations. We use the tracker failure
reports to change back to the detector. This happens when 2
consecutive failures occur.
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Fig. 1. Morphological operation.

Fig. 2. Algorithm flow.

It is important to give to the tracker a true target detection,
to minimise the impact on recall (see Chapter IV) because
during tracking it is usually impossible to detect new targets.
One solution might be to pause the tracker from time to time
to run the detector and check for new targets.
E. Detector Variants
There are four detector variants in this algorithm: the Simple
TH, the Otsu TH, the BS, and the Multi-Threshold (MTH).
The Simple TH and the Otsu TH, in their first version, were
the first to be done due to their simplicity. The MTH detector
on its first version, differentiates itself from the others. On
the loop present in the inside of this detector, each frame is
binarized multiple times with different TH values, differing
from the other three detectors that only binarize each frame
once. The BS is the most recent one since it was introduced
during the process of this work. It is very similar to the Simple
TH as it outputs a single binary image. All of them share the
same functionalities.
The detectors with a single binarization per frame are
the ones only using partially the spatial rules. Namely, the
size, shape, and position of a blob. Besides these rules, the
MTH also uses rules related with image moments, methods
of grouping blobs from the multiple binarizations related with
the same input frame, and blob merging. In the blob grouping,
the blob data are organised together in a vector accordingly
with the respective detection candidate and in blob merging,
the previous vectors are used to generate a merged blob.
F. Final algorithm
The final product is a combination and an adaptation of
techniques from multiple external sources and original contents.
To simplify all the variants in the algorithm, all of the
detectors were merged in just one algorithm source code.

Because of this, if we need to change the detector, the initial
parameters are the only ones that have to be changed.
Each of these four detectors, have its own modifications.
They all include frame skipping versions to achieve real-time
use. They also can use the tracker, although only the MTH and
TH are tested with it. The MTH has a version with a reduced
threshold interval and step in order to reduce its processing
time.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This chapter starts by introducing the comparison procedure
between the proposed algorithm and other state-of-the-art
algorithm. Then it describes the dataset used. We finalise with
the analysis of the results achieved using the algorithm in the
thermal and visible spectrum. The comparison is done based
on precision, recall, Miss Rate (MR), and False Positives per
Image (FPPI) and the meaning of these values will be also
explained. The tool that is used to compute the performance
results is going to described. The datasets are detailed along
with the results, as well as additional technical details about
cameras, scenario, and potential targets. Based on the testing
results the proposed algorithm is tuned and a final analysis of
Precision-Recall (PR) and computation time is performed.
A. Evaluation criteria
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated based on the
following parameters:
1) True Positive (TP);
2) True Negative (TN);
3) False Positive (FP);
4) False Negative (FN).
The True Positive (TP) and the True Negative (TN), are the
desired output, i.e. the target is detected properly if it is
there and no alarm occurs if there is no target. The False
Positive (FP), will lead to a false detection that does not
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correspond to the reality, i.e, an alarm is triggered when there
is no target in a designated area. This may require a double
check by a human operator to analyse and correct the output.
Additional time is required by the operator but it does not
incur in major hazards. However, it is relevant to reduce this
type of results to minimise operator intervention. The False
Negative (FN), is the one that can lead to more problems,
specially in surveillance. As a result, an intruder can bypass
our surveillance system without being detected. Due to this,
using or developing an algorithm with a low rate of false
negatives is very important to avoid possible major hazards,
without neglecting the TP. An illustrative representation of the
different types of results can be seen in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Precision and recall. From commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?
curid=36926283.

Using these, the evaluation will use four main metrics to
quantify the performance:
TP
,
TP + FP
TP
Recall =
,
TP + FN
M R = 1 − Recall,

P recision =

FPPI =

FP
,
#f rames

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where the precision represents the amount of TP from all
detections and recall represents how many of the real targets (positives) were actually detected. The MR is inversely
proportional to the recall, and the FPPI assesses the average
failure rate per frame. Precision and recall should be as close
as possible to 1, whereas MR, and FPPI should be as close as
possible to zero. The previous formulae can be used for one
or more targets in the same frame and can also be used to get
average results for multiple videos.
The evaluation was done using a Matlab/Octave program
developed originally by Piotr Dollar for pedestrian detection
evaluation, later adapted by Dr Matteo Taiana, PhD, and PoAF

Captain Gonçalo Cruz for detection evaluation of vessels. The
work was done for the Seagull project, a cooperation between
PoAF and Instituto de Sistemas e Robótica (ISR) amongst
others, and it can be seen in [8] and [9]. Additional coding
was developed by the author of the current thesis to evaluate
results with the presented algorithm.
To use this program correctly, the proposed algorithm must
output result files with the same metric as the labelling tool
used to provide the Ground Truth (GT) results. These files
contain the real BBs of each target in all the video frames.
Each algorithm detection file, called Detection (DT) file, will
be compared with the GT results using the Matlab/Octave
program introduced before. This labelling tool was developed
by Dr Ricardo Ribeiro, PhD, as seen in [10], [11], and [9].
The evaluator receives 2 parameters, the selected criteria
and the Intersection over Union (IoU) (overlap between the
detection BB and the GT BB), and it uses them to match the
GT file with the DT file containing the results of the algorithm.
In accordance with these parameters, the TP, TN, FP, and FN
are calculated and the output is shown in two graphics: PR
and MR/FPPI.
Since the evaluator used was developed for outputting
results between a GT file and a DT one, modifications were
made to allow the output of the precision and the recall for
multiple GT files, comparing a distinct GT with its DT one.
A single PR is produced for multiple videos, providing a
general score instead of a score based on a specific video.
This functionality was used for testing DT files with different
parameters, resulting in general PR values, allowing the choice
of the best set of parameters.
The proposed algorithm results will be compared with the
results from the algorithm developed in [5] and published in
[9]. For IR detection, the performance was published in [12].
B. Datasets
For this thesis, a dataset of aerial images from the Seagull
project [9] is used. It contains videos from different types
of cameras in a maritime environment, taken under different weather conditions: at different heights, with different
perspectives and focusing on objects like cargo ships, small
boats, life rafts and hydrocarbon slicks. The images were
taken from a fixed-wing UAV, the Alpha Extended, from the
PoAF. A labelling tool was used, to mark objects of interest
in each frame. The videos are labelled for the evaluation of
detection algorithm [8]. A new dataset, aimed to detect static
and moving people or cars, was recorded from a water tower
since it is a high point to simulate UAV altitudes. Then it was
labelled using the tool in [10] to create the GT files. Finally,
the proposed algorithm was tuned and its performance results
evaluated.
1) Dataset from the project Seagull: The project Seagull,
recorded multiples videos using different image sensors of
maritime scenarios. The dataset is used to test and adjust the
parameters of the algorithm. The videos presented below are
available in [11] and they were used in this work with its GT
BBs.
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from an aerial vehicle. The new dataset was recorded from a
tower with fixed cameras pointing out an area where moving
people and vehicles were present. Due to technical limitations,
we could not film from an UAV. The recorded videos were
labelled and the performance of the algorithm was evaluated
using the new dataset.
(a) File vid1.

(b) File vid2.

(c) File vid3.

(d) File vid4.

The dataset is approximately 1 hour long, recorded in
Sintra at 15h00, 6th of February of 2019. The area recorded
was a square asphalt open air area surrounded by two-storey
buildings. The targets were people, a bike, and a car. After
ending the recording, an unexpected PoAF aircraft appeared
and we were able to record it, with the thermal camera, for
a brief time. The video characteristics are shown in Table III.
And three example frames are displayed in Figure 5(a) and
Figure 5.

Fig. 4. Seagull dataset.

The videos can contain different types of objects, such as
Rigid-Hulled Inflatable Boat (RHIB), vessels of different sizes
and types, life rafts, and buoys.
The video illustrated in Figure 4(a) was recorded with a
thermal camera, the GOBI. It is the only thermal video labelled
in the Seagull dataset. The second, illustrated in Figure 4(b), is
mainly centred in a boat and a buoy, with the presence of sun
glare in almost every direction. The next one, illustrated in
Figure 4(c), contains two ships and we can see the impact
of direct sunlight in the camera. Finally, as illustrated in
Figure 4(d), this was the closest video of a target recorded
for this work.
The naming in Table I will be used to replace the nonabbreviated video names illustrated in Table 4. The Table I and
Table II contain characteristics of the video sequences used as
well the objects present in them such as number of frames,
object dimension and type of object. All the information was
collected by the authors of the following papers [9] and [5].

TABLE III
V IDEO SEQUENCE CHARACTERISTICS .

Name
vid5
vid6
vid7

Spectrum
LWIR
LWIR.
Vis.

Pixels
384 ∗ 288
384 ∗ 288
1024 ∗ 768

#Frames
99837
1767
50014

File name
GOBI 06FEV.mp4
06FEV P3 IR.mp4
JAI EO 06FEV.mp4

(a) Video made with JAI.

TABLE I
V IDEO SEQUENCE AND OBJECTS CHARACTERISTICS [9].
Name
vid1
vid2
vid3
vid4

Spectrum
LWIR
Vis.
Vis.
Vis.

Pixels
384 ∗ 288
1920 ∗ 1080
1920 ∗ 1080
1920 ∗ 1080

#Frames
7090
1080
2251
1401

File name
2015-06-02-13-44-14 gobi.avi
GP020175 part02.MP4
bigShipHighAlt clip2.mp4
lanchaArgos clip3.mp4

TABLE II
V IDEO SEQUENCE AND OBJECTS CHARACTERISTICS [9]. O BJECT WIDTH
AND HEIGHT IN PIXELS .
File name
2015-06-02-13-44-14 gobi.avi
GP020175 part02.MP4
bigShipHighAlt clip2.mp4
lanchaArgos clip3.mp4

#Obj.
1
2
2
1

obj. width
Avg. Range
38
9-56
32
6-78
18
9-41
111
4-216

obj. height
Avg. Range
24
3-46
26
6-34
20
6-33
51
8-84

Type of object
Patrol, RHIB, life raft
Patrol, buoy
Cargo
Patrol

2) New Dataset: Although the Seagull dataset covers different scenarios, its main focus is on maritime environment. To
mitigate that, a new dataset was done using the JAI and GOBI
cameras, to test different applications of using data recorded

(b) First IR video.

(c) Second IR video.

Fig. 5. New IR dataset made with GOBI.

a) Result Analysis: The algorithm receives as an input
a combination of parameters. They follow a certain order, as
shown in Table IV, and can accept different value range and
units, as we can see in Table V. The last table also details
which parameters can be used for the chosen detector. The
“x” represents a usable parameter whereas the “-” represents
a non-usable.
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ID
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t

Name
Starting Frame
Ending Frame
Frames to Skip
Minimum TH
Maximum TH
TH Step
Minimum Area
Maximum Area
Minimum Circularity
Maximum Circularity
Minimum Convexity
Maximum Convexity
Minimum Inertia
Maximum Inertia
Repetitions
Minimum Distance
Time score
Time Matrix Size
Erosion
Spatial Rule, Rectangle

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS , 1 ST TABLE .

scenario, changes in the algorithm and its parameters will be
introduced.

Description
Detector starts working on this frame
Detector stops working on this frame
Number of frames not processed
First Threshold to use for binarizing the frames
Last Threshold to use for binarizing the frames
The increment of value between d and e
Min. area to accepted of the targets
Max. area to accepted of the targets
Min. circularity to accepted of the targets
Max. circularity to accepted of the targets
Min. convexity to accepted of the targets
Max. convexity to accepted of the targets
Min. inertia ratio to accepted of the targets
Max. inertia ratio to accepted of the targets
# of Blob matches between different TH binarized images
Min. distance between Blobs to consider it as a new detection
Min. time score value to consider a possible detection as a detection
Matrix size in frames to save all the detections during that period
Erosion Size
Rectangle Area where possible detections are accepted

1) RGB results from the Seagull dataset: To summarise,
our last parameters for the proposed algorithm are displayed in
Table VI. The MTH otsu 1 refers to the detector tuned for the
best possible PR without considering the number of thresholds,
erosion size, and processing time. The MTH takes them
into consideration. The MTH 3J, MTH 2J T, TH140 1J,
TH150 1J, and TH150 1J T also use frame skipping, with
its parameter choice tuned for the best trade-off between PR
and processing time. MTH 2J T and TH150 1J T use the
KCF tracker.

TABLE VI
O PTIMAL D ETECTOR PARAMETERS AND THEIR RESULTS FOR THE
S EAGULL RGB DATASET.

TABLE V
PARAMETERS , 2 ND TABLE .
ID
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t

Name
Start. Frame
End. Frame
Frames to Skip
Min. TH
Max. TH
TH Step
Min. area
Max. area
Min. circ.
Max. circ.
Min. conv.
Max. conv.
Min. inertia
Max. inertia
Repetitions
Min. Distance
Time Score
Time Matrix size
Erosion
Spatial Rule, Rectangle

Value Range
[0-∞]
[0-∞]
[0-∞]
[0-e]
[0-255]
[0-∞]
[0-g]
[0-∞]&>g
[0.0-j]
[0.0-1.0]&>i
[0.0-l]
[0.0-1.0]&>k
[0.0-n]
[0.0-1.0]&>m
[0-∞]
[0-∞]
[0-∞]
[0-∞]&>q
[0-∞]
NA

Value Unit
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Integer
Pixels
Pixels
Decimal
Decimal
Decimal
Decimal
Decimal
Decimal
Integer
Pixels
Integer
Integer
Pixels
NA

Simple TH
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Otsu TH
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

MTH
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

BS
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

From all the parameters tested, it was perceived that there
were parameters’ tunes that interfered with others, i.e., some
parameters could not be tuned disregarding the other ones.
The remaining parameters could be tested independently.
With all detector being independently adjusted for the two
spectra used, RGB and IR.
We chose to present the performance comparisons of this
work in 2 graphics: PR and FPPI/MR graphics, from left to
right. We based our work on PoAF Captain Gonçalo Cruz
research, since he has already used this methodology for
detector analysis. In the graphics, the precision and the FPPI
are in the Y-axis and the recall and MR on the X-axis. For
the visible spectrum video results, the performance graphics
include, for comparison purposes, the best results for the 3
detector: MTH, Simple TH, and TH Otsu, when they were
tuned for the Seagull dataset. The images also include the
state-of-the-art results in research for single videos and are
presented as Argos3 and bigship. For the thermal video, the
same process was used.
C. RGB Results
The used dataset contains two types of sources, the Seagull
project and the video filmed during this work, as described in
the previous section. Since the latest was done under different
conditions, namely recorded with a camera in different positions, at a different distance from the targets, and in a different

Parameter
Initial Frame
Final Frame
Skipped Frames
Area Min.
Area Max.
TH Min.
TH Max.
TH Step
Circ. Interval
Conv. Interval
Inertia Interval
Rep. #
Min. Dist.
Temp. Score
Temp. Matrix
Erosion Size
Rectangle Rule
Tracker

0
Last
0
500
18000
150
NA
NA
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
1
30
5
5
5
Yes
NA

TH150
0
Last
1
500
18000
150
NA
NA
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
1
30
3
5
5
Yes
NA

0
Last
1
500
18000
150
NA
NA
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
1
30
3
5
6
Yes
Yes

TH Otsu
0
Last
0
500
21000
Not Applicable (NA)
NA
NA
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
1
30
5
5
6
Yes
NA

0
Last
0
600
16800
TH Otsu-20
TH Otsu+10
2
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
4
30
5
5
6
Yes
NA

Performance
Precision
Recall
MR
FPPI

0.332
0.402
0.598
0.016

0.457
0.329
0.670
0.004

398
305
695
0.005

0.287
0.262
0.739
0.013

0.398
0.345
0.655
0.105

MTH
0
Last
0
600
17000
140
170
10
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
3
30
5
5
3
Yes
NA

0.487
0.351
0.649
0.007

0
Last
3
600
17000
130
170
20
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
2
30
3
5
3
Yes
NA

0
Last
2
600
17000
130
170
20
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
2
30
3
5
3
Yes
Yes

0.460
0.318
0.682
0.019

0.320
0.206
0.793
0.003

2) RGB results from the New Dataset: The new dataset
presents new challenges, such as the use of a fixed camera,
smaller targets, the windows of buildings, etc.. Those were
faced initially by re-tuning the Seagull best parameter combination. However, it did not achieve the performance results
similar to the Seagull dataset. The PR results, after parameter
adjustments, were close to [0.01; 0.3], in comparison with the
Seagull RGB dataset, PR [0.4, 0.34]. The recall results are
similar, but the precision ones are not so good. This means
the algorithm can keep almost the same detection rate but it
has an increment in FP that deteriorates the overall results.
The problem was how to discard possible detections that keep
occurring in the same spot. One solution suggested the use
of BS techniques, in exchange for image binarization using
a threshold, in combination with the remaining techniques
proposed in this work.
After the implementation of the BS and re-adjusting the
parameters, the final performance results are shown in Figure 7, where the erosion size and the time score were evaluated
simultaneously. The erosion size is represented as text next
to each coloured circle and the time score by a colour bar
below the graphic. Besides a good improvement in PR, the
BS technique also decreases the algorithm processing time (see
Chapter IV-F), making it more suitable for real-time use. All
the parameters and the exact results are shown in Table VII.
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Fig. 6. PR, MR, and FPPI results obtained in the RGB image sequence for Simple, Otsu, MTH, and BS detectors, and its modifications.

Fig. 7. PR, MR, and FPPI results obtained in the RGB image sequence for the BS detector. Time score and erosion size tuning. The first represented in the
colour bar and the second next to the results.

TABLE VII
O PTIMAL ALGORITHM PARAMETERS AND THEIR RESULTS FOR THE NEW
RGB DATASET.

Parameter
Initial Frame
Final Frame
Skipped Frames
Area Min.
Area Max.
TH Min.
TH Max.
TH Step
Circ. Interval
Conv. Interval
Inertia Interval
Rep. #
Min. Dist.
Min. Temp. Score
Size Temp. Matrix
Erosion Size
Rectangle Rule

BS v6
11200
12347
0
20
4500
NA
NA
NA
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
1
30
2
5
3
Yes

Performance
Precision
Recall
MR
FPPI

0.547
0.534
0.466
0.009

D. IR Results
The thermal dataset is also divided in 2 parts: the Seagull
dataset and the new one. The last one contains a short footage
of an aircraft that is not present in the other spectrum videos.
The results will be described according to the division of the
dataset.
In both datasets, the spatial rule of the rectangle was not
used since its aim was to discard the sun presence or its
reflection, and in thermal images, this problem does not occur.
Also, due to the small resolution of the thermal images, this
rule affected the Recall results, as it discarded a significant
amount of TP detections. See Figure 8 to compare.
1) Results for the Seagull dataset: As in the previous results acquisition process for the RGB, all algorithm parameters
were tuned. The final parameters are displayed in Table IX.
The results helped us to conclude that there is no need for
the MTH detector since the Simple TH outperforms this in
terms of processing time with a small difference in PR. The
frame skipping parameter was not used, because the hardware
available is already able to process IR in real-time. The unused
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Fig. 8. PR, MR, and FPPI results obtained in the IR image sequence for Simple TH160 with and without the rectangle rule.

algorithm capabilities remain valid and can be used in the
future or in other datasets that have higher resolution IR
images.
The parameters used for this dataset and its results are
displayed in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII
O PTIMAL DETECTOR PARAMETERS AND ITS RESULTS FOR THE S EAGULL
IR DATASET.
Parameter
Initial Frame
Final Frame
Skipped Frames
Area Min.
Area Max.
TH Min.
TH Max.
TH Step
Circ. Interval
Conv. Interval
Inertia Interval
Rep. #
Min. Dist.
Min. Temp. Score
Size Temp. Matrix
Erosion Size
Rectangle Rule

TH160 v6
0
Last
0
50
700
160
NA
NA
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
1
30
0
5
0
No

Performance
Precision
Recall
MR
FPPI

TH160 v5
0.993
0.943
0.0567
1.22e− 04

2) IR Results from the new Dataset : The new thermal
dataset has 2 videos: the first, the vid6 video (see Table III),
where the detector used had to be the Simple TH, since the
camera was not fixed and the second, vid5 (see Table III), is
suitable for BS techniques. The performance of the last video
was not calculated. The results from the first video, regarding
an aircraft detection, can be seen in Figure 9, where the best
TH value and the erosion size were tuned. As in the RGB
dataset, for these video sequences, all the parameters had to
be adjusted to ensure the best results.
The results show that this algorithm, when properly tuned
up can be used with some degree of confidence. The scenario
involved does not matter. For example, video vid6 of an
aircraft filmed unexpectedly using a moving camera. Once
again, the Simple TH detector applied to this thermal video

(vid6) can perform in real-time, and it does not need the
use of frame skipping techniques. A detailed list of the used
parameters are shown in Table IX.
TABLE IX
O PTIMAL DETECTOR PARAMETERS AND ITS RESULTS FOR THE NEW IR
DATASET.
Parameter
Initial Frame
Final Frame
Skipped Frames
Area Min.
Area Max.
TH Min.
TH Max.
TH Step
Circ. Interval
Conv. Interval
Inertia Interval
Rep. #
Min. Dist.
Min. Temp. Score
Size Temp. Matrix
Erosion Size
Rectangle Rule

TH140 v6
130
1444
0
10
80
140
NA
NA
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
[0.0-1.0]
1
30
0
5
1
No

Performance
Precision
Recall
MR
FPPI

0.385
0.309
0.691
2.611e− 03

E. Final Results Analysis
The experiments in this thesis conclude that the Simple
TH detector achieved better results when comparing with the
others (MTH v6 and TH Otsu), except in the RGB video from
the new dataset, where the BS detector performed better.
Both MTH otsu as the Simple TH Otsu, are automatic in
the sense that there is no need to configure the TH value used
to binarize each image, unlike the Simple TH. MTH v6 is a
balance between the automation of the threshold values and
the complete manual choice. The detectors using the tracker,
also have automation during the tracker active use. However,
their performance decrease. The Simple TH scored better for
the presented video sequences. With an untested one, subject
both to different light conditions and also external ones, the
Simple TH detector may not prove to be the best option.
The use of the tracker alongside the detectors, should be
further improved and tested.
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Fig. 9. PR, MR, and FPPI results obtained in the IR image sequence vid6 for Simple TH. TH and erosion size tuning. The first represented by the colour
bar and the former next to each result.

Although this is not the purpose of this work, it is important
to state that for offline use, the Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) or Deep Learning algorithms are recommended. If we
have high-end hardware, they are able to achieve a reasonable
Frame per Second (FPS) (around 15 FPS) and the performance
results that are much better than the algorithm ones presented
in this work.

F. Performance and Processing Time
The proposed algorithms were tested on a computer with
the following specifications: Intel® i5-6200U, 8 GB of RAM,
Ubuntu® 18.04 64 bits, and OpenCV® 3.4.2.
The algorithm only use one thread core. This limits the
amount of optimisation that can be achieved per algorithm.
For the time being, this work will focus on comparing all
the detectors tuned for the best PR, for all the dataset, with
their modified versions to achieve the best trade-off between
performance and processing time.

Fig. 10. Performance for the 3 detector(Simple TH, Otsu, MTH, and their
modified versions) according to the used video from the Seagull dataset.

TABLE X
P ROCESSING TIME FOR THE S EAGULL DATASET , I, ACCORDING WITH THE
USED DETECTORS .
Processing Time
vid1
vid2
vid3
vid4

TH 0J
30.44
55.84
89.87
46.66

TH 1J
NA
38.07
56.59
28.54

TH Otsu
32.75
NA
NA
NA

MTH otsu v1
NA
536
823
413

Video Length (s)
236
56
90
43

TABLE XI
P ROCESSING TIME FOR THE S EAGULL DATASET , I, ACCORDING WITH THE
MTH DIFFERENT VERSIONS .
Processing Time
vid1
vid2
vid3
vid4

MTH v6 0J
NA
102.6
154.38
78.68

MTH v6 2J
NA
51.8
75.4
37.46

MTH v6 3J
NA
29.95
45.35
25.74

MTH v6 5J
NA
36.65
44.68
27.46

Video Length (s)
236
56
90
43

The Figure 10 shows the processing time in comparison
with all the detectors used for the Seagull dataset.
The MTH detector needs to use a tracker, lower TH values,
frame skipping, and/or a smaller erosion size to be used in realtime, although this last parameter does not have a significant
impact on the processing time. On the other hand, if it exceeds
the video duration, the detector can only be used offline. This
is why three other versions were created from the MTH otsu:
the MTH v6 0J, MTH v6 3J, and MTH v10 2J T. Only the
last two use frame skipping, and the last one uses a tracker.
As said before, for the visible spectrum videos, only Simple
TH with at least 1 frame skipping or MTH v6 with at least 2
frame skipping can have real-time use. Using Simple TH160
or TH Otsu for the vid1 file both meet real-time capabilities,
not needing other methods to reduce the processing time.
Although it is true for these videos, other ones with a higher
resolution will require more computing power. If the hardware
platform remains the same, this will lead to a higher processing
time, requiring the more intensive use of techniques, such as
frame skipping. Since it is the only one that is scalable.
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Fig. 11. Processing time for the new IR dataset.

TABLE XII
P ROCESSING TIME FOR THE NEW DATASET, III, ACCORDING WITH THE
USED DETECTORS .
Processing Time
vid7
vid6
vid5

TH140 0J
NA
6.44
6.67

TH Otsu
NA
6.48
7.51

BS
32.99
11.14
7.72

Video Length (s)
95.58
43.8
43.8

In Figure 11 we can see that the algorithm, equipped
with the BS method, can run almost 4 times faster than the
video duration. Whereas the Simple TH performs 3 times
faster. This can be explained because the thermal videos have
smaller resolution, demanding less processing power from the
hardware.
The exact processing time for each detector and its video
duration can be observed in Table X, Table XI, and Table XII.
We can find the video file names in Table I and Table III.
Analysing the detectors processing time, the Simple TH
150 reached almost real-time capabilities, followed closely
by the Simple TH Otsu. The MTH otsu achieved the worst
results, needing on average 10 times longer to output each
frame detection results. Due to these results, the MTH otsu
was discarded for real-time use.
Furthermore, it is possible to make the algorithm skip
frames, use a tracker, or reduce the THs used, improving its
time performance with a negative trade-off on its results. The
effects on PR are minor with the right tune. Moreover, the
number of THs used has a bigger impact on the processing
time compared with skipping frames. Nevertheless, this work
uses both solutions, together, improving speed and minimising
its influence on PR results.
The described techniques, to achieve real-time capabilities,
were implemented for the three detectors when the processing
time was shorter than the video duration, originating modified
versions of Simple TH, TH Otsu, and MTH. The BS detector
only use the tracking methods, to test the processing time,
although it could already be used in real-time.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
The goal of this work was to develop a real time algorithm
better that the actual state-of-the-art aimed at low-end hardware, having in mind that it would very difficult to achieve
the performance to the levels of AI detectors.

As it was stated in Chapter IV, a significant improvement
was made over the state-of-the-art detectors performance as
shown in Figure 6 and Table VI. The proposed work presented
an algorithm containing different techniques and a set of
parameters that allow the algorithm to be used in different
scenarios, or tuned for a specific one. One feature that was
introduced was the frame skipping, a method used for skipping
reading frames in order to reduce the processing time of the
algorithm. This latest feature has negative impact on the performance, but it can be minimised by adjusting the parameter
time score. Our algorithm also has the capability to work
with different video formats, resolutions, and electromagnetic
spectra. It was tuned for two datasets composed by two
cameras with different electromagnetic spectra, visible and
infrared.
With all the presented facts, the current dissertation proposes a robust and multi-scenario algorithm, aimed at low-end
hardware platforms. It provides faster and higher performance
than the Seagull detector (around 20 FPS for the Simple TH)
and four parameter combinations for four scenarios. Giving
a starting point for future use in land surveillance with fixed
cameras or maritime vessel detector recorded from a UAV.
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